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Abstract 

Clustering is effective method to increase network lifetime, energy efficiency, and connectivity of 

Sensor nodes in wireless sensor network. An energy efficient clustering algorithm has been proposed in 

this paper. Sensor nodes are clustered using K-means algorithm which dynamically forms number of 

clusters in accordance with number of alive nodes. Selection of suitable CH is done by fuzzy inference 

system by choosing three fuzzy input variable such as residual energy of Sensor node, its distance from 

cluster center and base station. Amount of data transmitted by member nodes to CH is reduced by 

machine learning that classify similar data at regular interval. The simulation results show that proposed 

algorithm outperforms other cluster based algorithms in terms of data received by base station, number 

of alive node per round, time of first node, middle node and last node to die for various density of sensor 

nodes and scalable conditions. 
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 1. Introduction 

 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are self-organized network to collect various information of the 

surroundings. Sensor node(SN) has limited computational power, storage capacity and lifetime of 

batteries[1]. These restrictions instigate development of energy aware routing protocol. Applications of 

WSNs are traffic management, healthcare, military surveillance, fire detection in forest, flood warning, 

habitat monitoring, agriculture, industries, smart home, volcano monitoring, security, military 

surveillance maritime search and rescue etc. [2-13]. 

 Hierarchical cluster based routing algorithm partitions SNs into number of clusters. Each cluster has a 

cluster head (CH) and number of member nodes. Member nodes transmit sensed data to their CH. After 

receiving data from all member nodes CH performs data aggregation and fusion to reduce amount of 

data. Then CH transmit data to base station (BS). Fig. 1 shows cluster based routing of data towards BS. 

 

Fig. 1. Concept of clustering in WSN [7] 

The proposed approach of developing the energy efficient clustering protocol is driven by following 

questions: 

 What is a good clustering? 

 How to find optimal number of clusters to be formed? 

   What factors should be considered for selection of CH? 
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    How to reduce data transmission by member nodes to CH? 

For good clustering intra-cluster similarities should be high and inter-cluster similarity must have to be 

low. Number of clusters to be formed should be in accordance with number of alive node. Factors that 

should be considered for determination of CH are location of the SN relative to BS and center of cluster, 

its residual energy, confidence and trust. To reduce overhead on message transmission from member 

nodes to CH similar pattern in sensed data must be identified and only one copy should be transmitted 

for every set of similar data.  

 In this paper, authors have proposed a new protocol for wireless sensor network that uses dynamic 

K-means algorithm for efficient clustering and optimal number of clusters formation. Selection of 

suitable CH for each cluster is determined by fuzzy inference system (FIS) that considers residual 

energy, distance from center of cluster and distance from BS of each SN. Machine learning is used by 

member nodes to find similar reading in sensed data. All distinct readings and one reading for every set 

of similar reading are forwarded to CH from member nodes. It results in reduction in data transmission 

from member nodes to CH. Result of simulations show that proposed protocol has significantly 

improved network lifetime of WSN. 

  Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work in the field of cluster 

based protocols. Section 3 describes energy model adopted. Section 4 defines Methodology used for 

construction of proposed routing algorithm. Section 5 shows performed simulations in MATLAB and 

their results. Finally, section 6 provides conclusion and scope of future work. 

2. Literature Review 

 In this section, most of well-known routing protocols have been discussed. Heinzelman et al. [14] 

have proposed a Low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol that introduced the 

concept of clusters in WSN. It is based on probabilistic model and each node has equal probability to 

become CH. Process of routing of data is simple and does not require much information. Major 

disadvantages of LEACH are: (i)Residual energy of SN is not considered in choosing CH.  (ii) Clusters 

formed are not uniform.Heinzelman et al.[15] have described LEACH-C protocol that uses a centralized 

control technique that uses location information of the s. Base station forms clusters on the basis of SNs 
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current location and energy level resulting in more balanced clusters formed by using the LEACH 

algorithm. Lindsey and Raghavendra [16] have proposed a Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information 

Systems (PEGASIS). It uses greedy algorithm to organize SNs in form of a chain. Each node receive from 

and transfer data to its close neighbor. Fan and Song [17] have presented a Multi-hop LEACH (M-LEACH) 

protocol for multi-hop communication that takes scalability into consideration. Its negative aspect is that it 

can not be implemented in heterogeneous sensor network. Beiranvand et al. [18] have developed Improved 

LEACH (I-Leach) that select CH based on minimum distance from BS, larger remaining energy and more 

number of neighbors. For cluster formation and data transmission this algorithm considers the distance of SN 

from CH as well from BS. If BS is nearer to SN it send data directly to BS instead of CH. Yassein et al. [19] 

have described Vice-LEACH (VLEACH) algorithm that vice-CH in addition to CH, and member nodes. 

Vice-CH takes the responsibility of CH when it dies. The major flaw of this algorithm is that if vice CH Dies, 

it does not provide solution for this condition. Rabiaa et al. [20] have proposed an algorithm that uses               

K-means clustering using Davies-Bouldin index which is ratio of within-cluster and between-cluster 

distances. For optimal clustering value of Davies-Bouldin index must be as low as possible. Then Gaussian 

elimination algorithm is used to select the CH. Jerbi et al. [21] have developed Orphan-LEACH (O-LEACH) 

that aims to cover SNs which do not belong any cluster due to far away deployment. A cluster member 

perform the role of a gateway or CH that allows the joining of orphan nodes. Rajput and Kumaravelu [7] have 

used fuzzy c-means clustering for cluster formation. Selection of CH is based on level of centrality of a node 

in the cluster. Fuzzy c-means can not be used when number of clusters to be formed are not fixed.Kim et al. 

[22] have developed (CHEF) that uses fuzzy based approach to select CH. It is based on two parameters that 

are proximity distance and energy. Locally optimal node with high energy is elected as CH.  In [23-25] some 

protocols have been described using fuzzy techniques. Machine learning (ML) techniques are very useful in 

WSN to reduce amount of data transmitted among SNs. It learn from their surroundings and based on their 

learning knowledge  nodes transfer data to other nodes [26]. In Supervised learning, known input and their 

output are provided for learning purpose. This knowledge is used to predict result for unseen inputs. In 

unsupervised learning similarity in input data is used to classify them into different classes. 

 Review of literature summarized that different algorithms use discrete parameters like location of 

SNs, inter-cluster distance, residual energy, distance from BS and number of neighbours for CH 
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selection but integrated approaches are not presented. The existing strategies suffers from significant 

overhead in data transmitted from member nodes to CH.  

 To overcome above issues an energy efficient dynamic K-means based protocol clustering 

approach for WSN has been proposed. The prime objective of this research is to increase network 

lifetime with selection of suitable CH by fuzzy inference system and reduction in data transmission from 

member nodes to CH by machine learning. 

3. Radio energy model 

     Radio energy model is used for computation of energy dissipation during data transmission between 

transmitter and receiver. In WSN, data transmission consumes more energy than data processing [7]. 

SNs wirelessly transmit their data over a short range. Free space propagation model and multipath fading 

channel model [7,27] shown in Fig. 2 have been used in proposed work. 

 

Fig. 2. Radio communication model 

The dissipation of energy of the SN is calculated for the following operations: 

(i) Transmission of data from cluster member to CH 

Dissipation of energy for transmission of data from cluster member to CH is given by eq. (1): 

𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡𝑥𝐶𝐻 = {𝑘𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑘𝜀𝑓𝑠𝑑2       𝑖𝑓 𝑑 ≤ 𝑑0 𝑘𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑘𝜀𝑚𝑝𝑑4    𝑖𝑓 𝑑 > 𝑑0                                             (1)         

Here, 𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡𝑥𝐶𝐻  is total energy required to transmit k bits of data from cluster member to CH. 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐  is the energy consumption of electronic circuit of SNs.  
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𝜀𝑓𝑠 and 𝜀𝑚𝑝 are energy required by amplifier at transmitter end for free space propagation and multipath 

fading  channel  model respectively . 

 𝑑 is the distance between cluster member and CH.  
 𝑑0 is reference distance calculated by eq. (2):                                                                                                            𝑑0 = √𝜀𝑓𝑠/𝜀𝑚𝑝                                                                                                        (2)      

(ii) Reception of data at CH 

The data transmitted by all cluster member is received at CH’s receiver circuit. is the total energy 

required receive k bit of data from a cluster member node (𝐸𝑟𝑥 ) is computed by eq. (3): 

𝐸𝑟𝑥 = 𝑘𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐                                                                                                                (3) 

 (iii) Transmission of data from CH to BS 

CH aggregate the data received from all its cluster member and transmit it to BS. Amount of energy 

needed by a CH for aggregation and transmission is given by eq. (4): 

   𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑡𝑥𝐵𝑆 = {𝑘𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑘𝜀𝑓𝑠𝑑2  +  𝐸𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟    𝑖𝑓 𝑑 ≤ 𝑑0 𝑘𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑘𝜀𝑚𝑝𝑑4 + 𝐸𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟     𝑖𝑓 𝑑 > 𝑑0                                          (4) 

Here, 𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑡𝑥𝐵𝑆  is the total energy required to transmit K bits of data from CH to BS.  𝐸𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟 is the energy required for data aggregation. 𝑑 is the distance between CH and BS.  
Consider a WSN having q number of clusters and a cluster contains m number of SN. It results in (m-

1) number of cluster member nodes and a CH in a cluster. Thus energy is consumed in (m-1) 

transmission from cluster member nodes to CH, (m-1) reception by CH and one transmission from CH 

to BS. Total energy consumed per round in a cluster (𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟) is determined by eq. (5): 

𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 = (𝑚 − 1)𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡𝑥𝐶𝐻 + (𝑚 − 1)𝐸𝑟𝑥 + 𝐸𝐶𝐻𝑡𝑥𝐵𝑆                                           (5) 

 

Amount of energy consumed per round in whole WSN (𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) is given by eq. (6): 

 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = ∑ 𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑞𝑖=1                 (6) 
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4. Methodology  

4.1. K-means Clustering Algorithm 

K-means algorithm partitions a set of n object into k clusters based on similarities of objects [20]. It 

starts with randomly choosing k number of objects each of that initially represents a cluster mean or 

center. Then each of the remaining objects is assigned to the cluster having identical properties, based 

on the distance between the object and the cluster mean. It then computes the new mean for each cluster. 

This process repeats until the square-error criterion function given by eq. (7) converges to be optimal.   

         E = ∑ ∑ dist(p, mi)2p∈Ci ki=1                                                                                        (7)           

Here E is the sum of the square error for all objects in the data set, p represents an object and mi is the 

mean of characteristics of cluster Ci. Criterion function is used to make the resulting k clusters compact 

and distinct. The algorithm determines k partitions that minimize the criterion function resulting in 

compact and distinct clusters.  

4.2. Fuzzy logic model  

The fuzzy logic model shown in Fig. 4 consist of following modules 

1. Fuzzifier: It convert crisp input values to fuzzy set. 

2. Fuzzy rule base: It stores if-then rules. 

3. Fuzzy inference engine: It takes input values and draws decision from fuzzy rules. 

4. Defuzzifier: It converts the fuzzy variables to crisp values.                        

 

 Fig. 3. Fuzzy system for proposed model  
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1. Fuzzication module 

In proposed protocol, Mamdani’s method fuzzy inference system (FIS) is used to select CH. Fig. 3 shows 

chosen input and output variables for the FIS. Three fuzzy input variables have been taken to elect CH. 

 Fig. 4(a) represent membership function plots for input variables residual energy (RE). The linguistic 

variable for this fuzzy set is very low, low, medium, high, and very high. Trapezoidal membership function 

has been considered by very low and very high variables. Triangular membership function has been taken by 

remaining variables. 

 

Fig. 4(a). Membership function for Residual Energy 

Fig. 4(b) and shows membership for fuzzy set distance from cluster center (DCC). Near, medium and far are 

chosen as linguistic variable for this fuzzy set. The third fuzzy input variable is distance from BS (DBS). Its 

membership function has been shown by Fig. 4(c). Near, medium and far are considered as range of values 

for this fuzzy set. 

Fig. 4(b). Membership function plot for Distance from Cluster Center 
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Fig. 4(c). Membership function plot for Distance from Base Station 

2. Rule base and inference engine 

Fuzzy inference system that has been considered uses 45 rules and Some of these are shown in Table 1. The 

form of rule is if A, B, C then O.  ‘A’ represent fuzzy input variable residual energy. ‘B’ and ‘C’ represents 

input variables distance from cluster center and distance from BS. O represents chance to be CH (CCH) it is 

fuzzy inference output given by eq. (8) 

CCHi = FIS (REi, DCCi, DBSi)                                                                                      (8) 

Table 1 

Sample Fuzzy rules 

Residual Energy Distance from Center of cluster Distance from BS Chance to be CH 

Very Low Far Far Very Weak 

Very Low Far Medium Very Weak 

Very Low Far Near Very Weak 

Very Low Medium Far Very Weak 

Very Low Medium Medium Very Weak 

Very Low Medium Near Very Weak 

Very Low Near Far Very Weak 

Very Low Near Medium Very Weak 

Very Low Near Near Weak 

Very High Far Far Weak 

Very High Far Medium Weak 

Very High Far Near Medium 

Very High Medium Far Weak 

Very High Medium Medium Strong 

Very High Medium Near Strong 

Very High Near Far Weak 

Very High Near Medium Strong 

Very High Near Near Very strong 
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Fig. 5 shows membership function for output variable chance to be CH (CCH). Very weak, weak, medium, 

strong and very strong are linguistic variables for this fuzzy set. The chance of a node to become CH is 

calculated by considering input parameters such as residual energy, distance from center of cluster and 

distance from BS by using fuzzy rules.  

 

Fig. 5. Membership function plot for Chance to be Cluster Head 

 4.3. Machine learning model 

Intel lab data set has been considered for classification with machine learning (ML) using python. A sample 

set of sensor reading for certain period has been taken for training and classification. Three attributes namely 

time, mote id and humidity has been selected from data set. A new variable “similarity” has been appended 

in the dataset. It contains value “similar” or “dissimilar”. Classifier has been evaluated using following 

factors: 

Precision factor: It is positive predictive value that indicates how good a model is at predicting the positive 

class. It is calculated as proportion of True Positive and Predicted Yes.  

Recall factor:  gives a measure of how correctly model is able to identify the relevant data. It is proportion 

of True Positive and Actual Yes.  

F1-Score: It specifies what percent of the positive predictions are correct and is calculated by eq. (9) 

F1-Score = 2*(Recall*Precision) / (Recall+Precision)                                                          (9) 

Support: It is the number of actual occurrence of the class in the specified dataset. 
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An analysis of humidity data from considered data subset for certain time period is presented in Fig.6 of p4. 

Count shows number of occurrence of a humidity value.  One reading is transmitted for every set of similar 

reading. This approach significantly reduce number of readings transmitted by member nodes to CH. It results 

in significant saving of energy of member nodes and increased network lifetime. 

 

Fig. 6. Analysis of humidity data in the data subset   

Table 2 shows the parameters of Random Forest classifier that has been evaluated using python. 

Table 2  

Parameters of Random Forest classifier 

 

 Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

0 0.92 1 0.96 23 

1 1 0.93 0.96 28 

Avg/Total 0.96 0.96 0.96 51 

 

4.4. Proposed algorithm (DKFM) 

     A Dynamic K-means based clustering algorithm using fuzzy logic for CH selection and machine 

learning based data transmission (DKFM) has been proposed on the basis of outcomes from literature 

review. This protocol uses dynamic K-means algorithm to form optimal number of clusters and 

reduction of intra cluster distance. A fuzzy inference system selects suitable CH by considering three 

fuzzy input variable (i) residual energy of SN (ii) distance of SN from cluster center (iii) distance of SN 

from base station. Amount of data transmitted by member nodes to CH is reduced by machine learning 

that classify similar data at regular interval. Following assumptions has been taken for proposed 

0

50
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1 2

Humidity Count
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protocol: 

 The SNs are randomly distributed in the target area. 

 Network is homogeneous. 

 All SNs and BS are stationary. 

 Each node knows its residual energy and current position. 

 All nodes are able to send the data to the BS. 

The procedure of proposed routing protocol (DKFM) is as follows: 

Step 1. Clustering using dynamic K-means 

K-means algorithm is executed on target WSN having n nodes. It selects number of clusters to be formed 

(K) dynamically for each round by eq. (10)   

K = sqrt (initial nodes- dead nodes).                                                                                  (10) 

First it randomly selects k out of n nodes as the initial center. Each of the remaining nodes decides its 

cluster center nearest to it according to the Euclidean distance. After each of the nodes in the network 

is assigned to one of k clusters, the center of each cluster is calculated and all objects are reassigned 

using the updated cluster center calculated by eq. (11).     

Center (x,y)=(1/n ∑ Xini=1 , 1/n ∑ Yini=1 )                                                                                   (11) 

 This process is recursively executed until clusters formed in current round are identical as those formed 

in the previous round. 

Step 2. Fuzzy based selection of CH  

After the formation of clusters, FIS described in section 4.2 is used to select CH for each cluster. Then 

node selected as CH broadcast its status to all other nodes in the cluster. 

Step 4. Schedule Creation 

The selected CHs create TDMA schedule to define the time slot for each member in its cluster to forward 

data to it. 

Step 5. Machine learning based data transmission 
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All cluster member send data to their CH using machine learning (described in section 4.3) in their 

allocated time slot. CH aggregates the received data from all member nodes and sends it to BS. 

Step 6. Count dead nodes and alive nodes. If (alive node>0) start new round. 

The above procedure has been represented by a                                         

                                     Fig. 7flow chart (Fig. 7.) and Algorithm 1.  
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                                     Fig. 7. Flow chart of proposed protocol     

 

Algorithm 1. Proposed DKFM algorithm  

Algorithm DKFM (CE). 

{ 

// CE is matrix of n×3 dimension and denoted as: CE= {S1, S2, S3,………, Sn} 

// n represent total no of SNs in WSN. Variable Si denotes X, Y  

// coordinates and energy (E) of ith SN. 

initial_node=n; dead_node=0; 

do 

{ 

   K= sqrt (initial_node-dead_node); 

   if (k>1) 

   { 

     Create cluster using K-means algorithm; 

      for i=1 to k do 

       { 

         for j=1 to size of clusteri do 

         { 

              CHi = Select Sj  using Fuzzy inference system; 

CHi creates schedule for each member of clusteri; 

Cluster member send data to CHi using machine learning 

CHi aggregate data and send it to BS; 
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// CHi  is cluster head of ith cluster and BS is base station 

         } 

      } 

} 

  else 

    Each Sj directly send data to BS; 

 for all Sj € CE whose 𝑠𝑗𝐸=0 

  { 

dead_node=dead_node+1; 

alive_node=initial_node - dead_node; 

  } 

} while (alive_node > 0);  
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5. Simulation results and discussion 

       The proposed protocol(DKFM) is compared with LEACH[14] and I-LEACH[18] in terms of network 

lifetime, number of alive node per round, data received by base station, time of first node, middle node 

and last node to die. MATLAB R2016a tool is used to implement LEACH, I-LEACH and proposed 

protocol. Table  denotes the various network simulation parameters and their values that have been 

considered [12,28].  

 

 

Simulation has been carried out for increase in node density and size of sensing area for evaluating the 

performance of the DKFM against I-LEACH and LEACH. Table 4 to Table 7 denotes the statistics for 

increase in node density of the WSN. Ten iterations for 100,200,300 and 400 randomly deployed nodes in 

sensing area of 100 m×100 m and location of sink at (50,50) have been performed. Performance of algorithms 

is represented in terms of Node Dead First (NDF), Node Half Dead (NHD) and Node Dead Last (NDL). The 

stability of network is described by number of SN remain alive for long period of time. NHD values are used 

to represent network stability. 

Table 3 

Network parameters used for simulation 
 

 

Parameters Values 

Sensing area size 100 m×100 m, 100 m×150 m,       

200 m×200 m, 200 m×250 m 

Location of BS (50,50) 

Number of  SNs  100,150,200,300,400 

Initial energy of  SNs 0.5J 

Energy consumption of electronic circuit (𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐) 50 nJ/bit 

Energy consumption for data aggregation (𝐸𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟) 5nJ/bit/message 

Free space communication energy(𝜀𝑓𝑠)  10pJ/bit/m2 

Multipath communication energy(𝜀𝑚𝑝)  0.0013pJ/bit/m4 

Data packet size(k) 2000 bits 
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Table 4 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=100 m×100 m, no of SNs=100 

 

Table 5  

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=100 m×100 m, no of SNs=200 

 

Table 6 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=100 m×100 m, no of SNs=300 

Iteration No. 
DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 3069 4638 4828 1084 1395 2789 1128 1388 2027 

2 3168 4636 4814 1145 1408 2347 1123 1391 1916 

3 3273 4629 4833 1122 1403 3446 1151 1390 1956 

4 3026 4627 4815 1145 1401 2817 1128 1397 1870 

5 3069 4638 4828 1084 1395 2789 1128 1388 2027 

6 3117 4625 4822 1071 1403 2009 1107 1395 1840 

7 2886 4653 4834 1127 1407 3050 1170 1399 1818 

8 3130 4650 4816 1110 1394 3290 1121 1386 1856 

9 3302 4641 4819 1080 1402 2337 1080 1392 1860 

10 3379 4625 4842 1061 1407 2522 1096 1392 1998 

Average 3142 4636 4825 1103 1402 2740 1123 1399 1917 

Iteration No. 
DKFM I-LEACH  LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 3093 4310 4593 1318 1617 3368 1248 1599 2218 

2 2627 4321 4590 1262 1595 3143 1204 1606 2329 

3 3208 4297 4649 1206 1614 3351 1209 1648 2157 

4 3356 4301 4606 1290 1601 3626 1294 1623 2366 

5 3243 4300 4588 1290 1577 4361 1295 1674 2520 

6 3222 4322 4609 1300 1614 4669 1219 1596 2582 

7 3093 4310 4593 1318 1617 3368 1248 1599 2218 

8 3214 4306 4659 1186 1584 2207 1284 1620 2213 

9 2960 4269 4621 1267 1613 3790 1252 1592 2299 

10 2857 4358 4557 1307 1607 2426 1236 1602 2280 

Average 3087 4309 4607 1274 1604 3431 1249 1616 2319 

Iteration  No. 
DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 2767 4552 4797 1145 1391 2173 1138 1373 1806 

2 2777 4556 4769 1133 1398 2636 1141 1380 1880 

3 2503 4561 4765 1141 1397 3029 1111 1384 1971 

4 2439 4547 4813 1136 1388 3213 1120 1377 1905 

5 3011 4549 4740 1147 1391 2032 1126 1393 1801 

6 3048 4567 4766 1176 1393 2301 1145 1378 1848 

7 3032 4571 4738 1176 1391 3143 1128 1390 1887 

8 3203 4540 4770 1086 1390 2251 1117 1391 2001 

9 2828 4551 4794 1121 1400 3863 1128 1390 1834 

10 3144 4571 4784 1150 1383 2345 1087 1372 1913 

Average 2875 4557 4774 1141 1392 2464 1124 1383 1885 
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Table 7 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=100 m×100 m, no of SNs=400 

 

Iteration 

No. 

DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 3287 4667 4849 1286 1613 3358 1276 1632 2612 

2 3206 4675 4857 1339 1684 3109 1305 1640 2320 

3 3396 4683 4855 1197 1605 3544 1267 1614 2338 

4 2821 4701 4890 1252 1639 2750 1245 1635 2559 

5 2444 4692 4852 1163 1643 2665 1169 1639 2310 

6 3289 4664 4851 1238 1621 3781 1272 1628 2494 

7 3018 4671 4862 1316 1685 2575 1278 1620 2563 

8 3368 4677 4869 1251 1635 3219 1259 1637 2354 

9 3476 4693 4861 1324 1634 4077 1299 1641 2199 

10 3296 4669 4845 1252 1610 2923 1257 1632 2462 

Average 3160 4679 4859 1262 1637 3200 1263 1632 2421 

 

Results shows that DKFM has achieved average time of NDF 142% or 1813 number of rounds, 147% or 

1838 number of rounds for 100 nodes; 152% or 1734 number of rounds, 156% or 1751 number of round for 

200 nodes; 185% or 2039 number of round, 180 % or 2019 number of round for 300 nodes; 150% or 1898 

number of round, 150% or 1897 number of round for 400 nodes better than I-LEACH and LEACH 

respectively. 

 Stability period of DKFM is 169 % or 2705 number of rounds, 167% or 2693 number of rounds for 

100 nodes; 227% or 3165 number of rounds, 230% or 3174 number of round for 200 nodes; 231% or 3234 

number of round, 231 % or 3237 number of round for 300 nodes; 186% or 3042 number of round, 187% or 

3047 number of round for 400 nodes better than I-LEACH and LEACH respectively. 

 Average time of NDL of DKFM is 34% or 1176 number of rounds, 99% or 2288 number of rounds for 

100 nodes; 94% or 2310 number of rounds, 153% or 2889 number of round for 200 nodes; 76% or 2085 

number of round, 152% or 2908 number of round for 300 nodes; 52% or 1659 number of round, 101% or 

2438 number of round for 400 nodes better than I-LEACH and LEACH respectively. 

 Fig.8 (a-d) and Fig.9 (a-d)  show the graphs representing number of alive nodes per round and data 

received by base station for 100,200,300,400 nodes respectively for sensing area size 100 m×100 m and 

sink is located at (50,50). In all scenarios proposed algorithm is more efficient than I-LEACH and LEACH. 
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Fig. 8 (a-d).  Number of Alive nodes vs Rounds for sensing area of 100 m x 100 m with 100, 200, 300 and 400 SNs respectively 
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Fig. 9 (a-d).  Data received by BS for sensing area of 100 m x 100 m with 100, 200, 300 and 400 SNs respectively 
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 The algorithms considered are also evaluated for increase in size of sensing area. We have considered 

150 number of SN in sensing area having sizes of 100 m×100 m, 100 m×150 m, 200 m×200 m,                          

200 m×250 m. BS is located at (50,50) . Table 88 to Table 11 represent the statistics for increase in size of 

sensing area in terms of NDF, NHD and NDL for five random deployment of SN. Increase in size of sensing 

area increases transmission distances resulting in more energy consumption as per the explanation shown in 

section 4. 

Table 8 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=100 m×100 m, no of SNs=150 

Iteration No. DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 3206 4465 4663 1243 1602 4041 1277 1611 2258 

2 3307 4434 4699 1319 1611 2758 1322 1618 2369 

3 3017 4492 4709 1305 1587 3442 1275 1605 2414 

4 3122 4491 4791 1223 1619 2754 1264 1609 2576 

5 2666 4462 4740 1274 1607 2603 1321 1614 2344 

Average 3064 4469 4720 1273 1605 3120 1292 1611 2392 

 

Table 9 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=100 m×150 m, no of SNs=150 

Iteration No. DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 3050 4346 4605 1241 1602 2414 1317 1316 2125 

2 2639 4364 4597 1240 1609 2649 1285 1284 2238 

3 3019 4268 4556 1291 1597 2666 1207 1206 2131 

4 3150 4262 4633 1349 1593 2448 1322 1321 2388 

5 3142 4299 4627 1189 1619 3259 1216 1215 2337 

Average 3000 4308 4604 1262 1604 2687 1269 1268 2244 

 

Table 10 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=200 m×200 m, no of SNs=150 

Iteration No. DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 1295 3456 4396 796 1388 3041 767 1377 2187 

2 1506 3522 4371 740 1437 2240 706 1423 2002 

3 1166 3444 4297 723 1401 3281 725 1394 1942 

4 1496 3467 4345 827 1406 2744 836 1388 2224 

5 1234 3252 4383 774 1407 2201 781 1397 2419 

Average 1339 3428 4358 772 1408 2701 763 1396 2155 
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Table 11 

Network lifetime on the basis of NDF, NHD, NDL for sensing area=200 m×250 m, no of SNs=150 

Iteration No. DKFM I-LEACH LEACH 

NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL NDF NHD NDL 

1 707 2658 4133 322 1206 2251 315 1201 2052 

2 628 2441 4153 338 1212 3605 324 1186 2087 

3 638 2713 4386 264 1197 2774 248 1200 2284 

4 720 2415 3948 315 1097 2368 309 1081 1773 

5 553 2344 4217 390 1199 2795 378 1195 2074 

Average 649 2514 4167 326 1182 2759 315 1173 2054 

 

 It has been indicated that DKFM has attained average time of NDF 141% or 1791 number of rounds, 

137% or 1772 number of rounds for 100×100m area; 138% or 1738 number of rounds, 136% or 1731 number 

of round for 100×150 m; 73% or 567 number of round, 75 % or 576 number of round for 200× 200 m ; 99% 

or 323 number of round, 106% or 334 number of round for 200×250 m  better than I-LEACH and LEACH  

respectively. 

 Stability period of DKFM is 178 % or 2864 number of rounds, 177% or 2858 number of rounds for 

100×100 m area; 169% or 2704 number of rounds, 240% or 3040 number of round for 100×150 m; 143% or 

2020 number of round, 146% or 2032 number of round for 200×200 m; 113% or 1332 number of round, 

114% or 1341 number of round for 200×250 m better than I-LEACH and LEACH respectively. 

             Average time of NDL of DKFM is 51% or 1600 number of rounds, 97% or 2328 number of rounds 

for 100 m×100m area; 71% or 1917 number of rounds, 105% or 2360 number of round for 100 m×150 m; 

61% or 1657 number of round, 102% or 2203 number of round for 200 m×200 m; 51% or 1408 number of 

round, 103% or 2113 number of round for 200 m×250 m better than I-LEACH and LEACH respectively. 

            Fig. 10 (a-d) and Fig. 11 (a-d)  show the effect of increase in size of sensing area on number of 

alive nodes per round and data received by BS. Four different sensing area having size 100 m×100 m, 

100 m×150m, 200 m×200 m, 200m×250m, 150 number of nodes and location of BS at (50,50) have 

been taken. In all situations proposed algorithm is more energy efficient, stable and scalable than               

I-LEACH and LEACH.  

The effect of increase in node density and size of sensing area on average time of NDF, NHD and NDL of 

simulated protocols have been summarized and shown in Fig. 12 (a-c) and Fig. 13 (a-c)  respectively. The 
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Proposed protocol shows considerable improvement in network lifetime than two conventional in all 

scenarios
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Fig. 10 (a-d).  Number of Alive nodes vs Rounds for 150 SNs in sensing area of 100 m x 100 m, 100 m x 150 m, 200 m x 200 m and 200 m x 250 m respectively 
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Fig. 11 (a-d).  Data received by BS for 150 SNs in sensing area of 100 m x 100 m, 100 m x 150 m, 200 m x 200 m and 200 m x 250 m respectively 
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Fig. 12 (a-c). Effect of increase in node density on average time of NDF, NHD and NDL for simulated protocol 

Fig. 13 (a-c). Effect of increase in size of sensing area on average time of NDF, NHD and NDL for simulated protocol 
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6. Conclusion 

       In this work A Dynamic K-means based clustering algorithm using fuzzy logic for CH selection 

and machine learning based data transmission (DKFM) for wireless sensor network has been proposed. 

It forms the optimum number of clusters using a dynamic K-means clustering such that intra cluster 

data transmission distance of SNs are reduced. A fuzzy inference system has been used to select suitable 

CH considering three fuzzy input variable such as residual energy of SN, its distance from cluster center 

and base station. Amount of data transmitted by member nodes to CH has been reduced by machine 

learning that classify similar data at regular interval. In future performance of proposed algorithm will 

be compared using other network simulator. Further it can be extended for heterogeneous network 

having mobile SNs and BS to gain more flexibility in real time applications. 
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